DRESS CODE BIMUN XVII
This document contains the dress code that every participant should obey during the
Model of the United Nations, BIMUN XVII. It should be clarified that The Dress Code
seeks to guide both delegates, sponsors, observers and others present, in their
personal appearance by mentioning appropriate and inappropriate clothing in this
educational environment, as well as offering practical suggestions to project a
diplomatic image that generates confidence, professionalism and maturity.

GENERAL RULES
➔
The clothing must be ironed and clean.
➔
Make sure that the clothing combination is suitable for the event.
➔
Keep your hairstyle professional. Avoid using garish accessories.
➔ 
We recommend the use of neutral, dark colors, pastel and whites since
these colors give you more seriousness. Please avoid using printed clothing
or strong colors such as red, orange, yellow, etc. If you choose to use strong
colors, please be discreet.
➔ 
It is not permitted to use caps, bermudas, t-shirts, sleeveless blouses, short
pants, or similar attire such as leggings, jeans or other informal pants, or any
types of sports clothing. Shoes should be professional, not tennis of
flip-flops.
➔
It is prohibited to remove your coat during the sessions. Being this during
debate or lobby time.

WOMEN
Upper part:

MEN

-It is forbidden the use of -The shirt must have buttons

shirt, blouse or transparencies,
dress.

pronounced and long sleeves.

cleavage, absence of sleeves, -It suggest the use of tie or
braces, or have one´s back or bowtie.
abdomen uncovered.
-In

case

of

doubts,

recommended

the

it

is

use

of

blazers.
Lower part:
slacks or skirt

-The skirt or the dress must be -It is suggested that the jacket
three fingers above the knee.

and slacks colors should match.

-It is not allowed the use of -It is important to use a belt,
any torn piece of clothes.

better if its color is the same as
the shoes.

Footwear

-If you choose to wear heels, -They can be use in a modern cut
make

sure

you

comfortable with them.

feel with different shapes: low heel,
moccasins

-It is forbidden the use of rubber-soled
sandals,

sports

shoes

similar.

or

with

shoes

without

and being consider sport shoes.
-Colors can change, but it is
prefered for them to be black,
brown or aquamarine.
-Socks should have a formal
length and they must match with
the suit.

Others

-Avoid heavy eye makeup.
-Try subtle and not excess accessories.

BONFIRE PARTY
On march 31st, BIMUN invites its delegates, sponsors and every assistant to the
"Bonfire Party" that will

begin in the evening. It is important to highlight that is an

informal event and has a

different dress code. Guests should wear comfortable

white clothing for this event.
SANCTIONS
The breach of the Code of Dress will have sanctions.The first time it will be called to
the attention of the person and a warning will be issued; the second time, depending
on the severity, the person could receive a second warning or be asked to leave the
event until everything is in order and in line with the stipulations.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
It is recommended to the delegates and others presents to read the following
document which contains the Dress Code in pictures and more detailed.
https://www.slideshare.net/careercore/professional-attire-4851590

